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Advertising agencies have longed relied on sex appeal in ads.  The assumed relationship between 
drinking alcohol and sex appeal has been evident in ads for some time.  And although the alcohol 
industry asserts that advertising aims only to increase market share and not to encourage un-
derage persons to drink, research suggests otherwise. Alcohol advertisements overwhelmingly 
connect consumption of alcohol with attributes particularly important to youth, such as friend-
ship, prestige, sex appeal and fun (1).  In all the ads that I have located, this is true.  In all but one, 
a women is portrayed sexually and the man in the Bombay Sapphire ad still exhibits sex appeal.  
Moreover, the copy speaks directly to this and invites the viewer to indulge.  This is clearly evi-
dent in the Level Vodka “Hello Delicious Campaign”.  Each ad depicts self-indulgence and escap-
ism and only the one Kahula ad directs the viewer to enjoy responsibility.  The Barcadi ad evens 
goes as far to show the woman with a tattoo, asserting even more about the sexual stereotypes, 
partying and alcohol.  While the industry maintains their assertion, these ads speak to the con-
trary and can be very damaging to youth who partake in risky behaviors.
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assumed by whom? If it is evident, is it real? Be more clear.
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Specifically, the risky behaviors insinuated by these ads.
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This should have been turned in as hard copy


